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Think like 
an adversary 

– act like 
a white hat. 

Becoming the target of a cyber-attack is a
question of “when” not “if”. We use our
hands-on offensive and defensive know-
how and the unique experience of our
national security past to anticipate and
prevent all adversaries – from garden-
variety ransomware to highly
sophisticated attacks. White Hat IT
Security combines mobile-focused,
adaptive 360-degree managed security
with its decade of on-demand cyber
experience to hunt for, detect, investigate
and remediate all cyber threats 24x7.

True expert approach to managed security 
with transparent pricing, on every platform 

– mobile included.

white hat 
MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES

by White Hat IT Security

24/7 Security 
Operations Center

With our security operations center an
expert team dedicated to your needs can
detect and handle all threats and attacks, to
provide the highest level of response and
avoid alert fatigue.

24/7 security
continuous monitoring and 
protection without initial investment 
and additional risk

Shorter response times
our SOC experts make sure alerts 
are handled and threats mitigated, 
to reduce potential pivot points, 
the time window of attacks and 
the number or false positives

Customer and market trust
constant protection and monitoring 
makes sure your business is in 
compliance with all regulatory 
requirements and offers reliability 
to your customers 

Managed Detection & 
Response

Managed Detection and Response (MDR)
provides intrusion detection, threat
monitoring and the management of all alerts
in your network with professional know-how
and experience.

Cyber experts of proven skillset
elite team of senior analysts 
dedicated to your organisation, with 
the specialist skillset of our national 
security past and decade of 
experience

Tailored to network specifications
threat hunting and threat intel 
tailored to your organisation’s best 
fit, constantly evolving to better suit 
your needs

Prompt and proper threat 
management
triage and proportionate response 
to all incoming alerts, reducing false 
positives and alert fatigue

Security-as-a-Service

All your cyber security needs in one hand,
offering full-scope managed solutions
completed by on-demand services for a
complex transformation of your enterprise
security.

Vulnerability testing and inventory
Assessment and inventory of your 
organisational vulnerabilities with 
monthly progress reports and 
roadmap for remediations

Policy deployment and compliance
Transforming your regulatory 
structure to tackle current challenges 
of management and compliance

Trainings and campaigns
security awareness trainings and 
phishing campaigns to ensure 
elevation of security mindset on an 
organisational level 

In a constantly evolving threat landscape
and post-pandemic challenges flexible
and adaptive security solutions are
essential. Our 24/7 security-as-a-service
offers coverage for all platforms,
completed by services like ISMS
development, TISAX preparation,
awareness trainings, monthly
assessments or incident response.
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While reducing your infrastructure
attack surface is essential, keeping
the human error at a potential
minimum is also key. Why spend on
penetration testing if a phishing
email can easily lead to a successful
ransomware attack? White Hat MSS
offers a comprehensive toolset
integrated into its key services to
raise awareness and to keep your
colleagues secure in the cyber
space.

Phishing protection 
In the age of information overload social
engineering is among the most successful
adversary tools. The most common
technique is sending out malicious links
or attachments via email to gain access –
this is phishing. Raising awareness and
training key personnel for common
threats helps minimize this attack surface.

Exploit protection 
Today’s enterprise endpoints face more
sophisticated attacks than ever,
especially when they are outside the
corporate network and no longer
protected by multiple layers of security.
Protect against exploitation of known and
unknown vulnerabilities across all your IT
devices and stay ahead of the latest
threats.

Ransomware protection 
Ransomware encrypts all your files and
data asset it reaches, with no chance of
recovery – unless you pay the criminals.
This is one of the most widespread
attacks nowadays, with thousands of
companies effected each year. Using our
unique skillset we can prevent, detect
and avert all incidents, including
ransomware attacks, thus keeping your
data safe and your business continuous.

Remember, once 
a breach is detected 
you have 72 hours 

to report to 
authorities! 

Do you need help? 
Contact us for 

reporting assistance! 

Manage ransomware cases and incidents
we respond rapidly and help reinstate business 
continuity securely to prevent errors made in haste

Root cause analysis & digital forensics
while under attack there is no time for analyses, 
but it is crucial to find out how and what happened 
to prevent it from happening again

Ensure long-term protection
a thorough analysis and managed solutions 
can reduce the risk of reoccurrence significantly 
to keep your infrastructure clean 

Resolve ransomware vulnerability
and incidents quickly and efficiently,
while providing a long-term solution
with White Hat rapid response and
full-scale management services.

1 2 3 4 5 6

With onboarding in under 2 
weeks, White Hat MSS provides 

all-around protection for all 
endpoints, from server through 

workstation to mobile devices; be 
it  MAC, Widows, Linux, iOS or 

Android.
Free initial 

consultation
Sensor 

Deployment
SOC 

activation
Detailed 

assessment
Security 

development
24/7 

security

Get started 
in 6 easy steps
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24/7 proactive security 
and cutting-edge services 

White Hat IT Security is an MSSP
recognized by industry giants like
Microsoft or Zimperium for its
full-scope, advanced managed
solution. Defence and response
completed by extra services to
provide 360° security.

White Hat 
Managed Detection 

and Response

White Hat 
Managed Security Services 

Regular penetration testing
Regular phishing tests
Security Awareness trainings –
basic, IT expert and C-level
Secure development training
WHCD enterprise defence training
CISO support
ISMS development
ITS consultancy services
Honeypot solutions
Forensics investigations
Threat intelligence (Business Email 
Compromise Detection)

MDR MSS

Standard
SLA 8/7 CET

Professional
SLA 24/7

Premium
SLA 8/7 CET

Superior
SLA 24/7

 2 months free trial period
 Initial assessment

 Monthly vulnerability reports – including assessment, vulnerability inventory 
and recommendations

 360° endpoint protection – for all endpoints, including desktop, server, 
mobile endpoints, IoT, container, databases or web applications

 M365 Security
 Azure Security
 Threat hunting

 Incident prevention guarantee – free incident response
 Progressive discount for White Hat cyber services

 Cyber insurance discount

White Hat MSS is available in 4 carefully designed
packages, where even the Standard MDR package
includes an initial assessment, detailed monthly reports, the
most current detection and response services and
discounts from our on-demand service portfolio. On the
other end of the spectrum, our 24/7 Premium package
holds everything a security-conscious enterprise may need
– from phishing and awareness trainings to management
support and ISMS monitoring. All packages come with
transparent pricing based on endpoint volume.
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Why White Hat?

Competences certified by the 
world’s top relevant trainings and 
certifications 

Own product tailored to current 
cyber landscape 

Unique and rare defensive and 
adversary removal knowledge 
thanks to our national security 
past and our expert team of 
seniors

Industry leading professional 
partners: Microsoft and 
Zimperium

Vulnerability research and 
penetration testing skills deeper 
than that of others due to our 
real-life, hands-on experiences 

Competencies Capabilities
Excellent response time and rapid 
deployment capabilities thanks to our 
local private aviation partner and 
helicopter

Academic cooperation and a network of 
the community’s most prominent 
specialists 

Superior contacts at the world’s top 
security companies to help us in our 
projects

EU-NATO Secret level confidentiality

1M EUR professional liability insurance

Customers of complex networks helped 
on a daily basis

Compliance and confidence

If you’d like to know 
more, please visit our 
website whitehat.eu. 
Or simply get in touch. 
We’re happy to explore 
with you how we can 
help your organisation. 
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